From

Transylvania to the Danube Delta

cultural sightseeing and natural heritage in an unique combination
✔ active: both hiking (Carpathians) and paddling (Danube Delta)
✔ sightseeing: famous Transylvania and unknown Wallachia
We combine some of Romania's finest highlights into this active trip: Transylvania, the
Carpathians and lots of Danube Delta. And we don't hurry up: we hike on an old
merchants' road of the Transylvanian Saxons, discover dwellings of ancient monks in the
forests of Valachia, cheer up with Wallachian wine and then paddle steadily on the Delta's
narrow canals, right to the Black Sea.
In Transylvania we experience firsthand the medieval legacy of the
Transylvanian Saxons, with their striking
Gothic monuments. We then cross the
Carpathians (on foot) into the
neighbouring Wallachia, wandering in
pristine forests in search for dwellings of
ancient Orthodox hermits. We also
encounter “mud volcanoes” and fine
post-Byzantine arts at old monasteries.
On the last slopes of the Carpathians we
take direct contact with the Wallachia's
wine, then head for the nearby Danube
Delta: six days of rowing (by motorised
boat) and paddling (on canoe) through
this birds' paradise, right till the end – to
the Black Sea! We leave some time to
stroll through isolated old villages of the
Delta, but also to have a rest on a
secluded sea beach. At the end comes
Bucharest: the big city shows an
overwhelming mixture of sparkling BelleÉpoque, grey Communist blocks and
modern, contemporary vibes.
The part of the tour in the Danube Delta has
been mastered together with the friends
from the “Rowmania” initiative of the “Ivan
Patzaichin – Mila 23 Association”.

← The Dalmatian pelican (Pelecanus crispus),
one of the largest birds on Earth, is only one of
the eye candies of the Danube Delta.

active tour: nature, culture & people
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“...It is not possible to stop
the hunting in the Delta. If
we don't shot the ducks,
others will...”
(Nicolae Ceaușescu answering on
an issue on the endangered redbreasted goose (Branta ruficollis)
of the Danube Delta, raised by Sir
Peter Scott, one of the founders of
WWF)

Black Sea

Day 1. [ Flight to Bucharest ] Sinaia with Peleș,
former royal castle. D2. Saxon Transylvania:
city tour of Brașov, fortress-church in Prejmer.
D3. Hiking from Transylvania to Wallachia. D4.
Hiking to the “caves” of the former hermits. D5.
Post-Byzantine
monastery
Berca,
mud
volcanoes, wine. D6. Hike in Wallachian
countryside, wine tasting. D7. Transfer to
Danube Delta (bus & boat), early Christian site.
D8 – D11. Canoe trip through the Delta towards
the Black Sea, old fishermen villages, one leisure
day on beach. D12. Transfer to Bucharest (boat
& bus). D13. City tour of Bucharest (incl.
Parliament's Palace) [return flight].

www.tymestours.ro/DANUBE
Active: hiking, intermediate level – 3 to 5 hrs.
walking time, 300-600 meters height difference;
3 days of paddling, 4-5 hrs/day.

When? Best period is May - June.
With accommodation in DBL-rooms (on 3
nights partially shared bathroom, the rest with
own bathroom), full-board, entrance fees,
transportation (including boat transfers, canoe
rent), guiding. Group 6 to 15 pax.

Flights (not included) to/from Bucharest.

